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PRESS RELEASE 

Dassault Introduces the Falcon Privacy Suite 
A New Concept For Personal Space on Long-distance Flights  

 

Geneva, Switzerland, May 22, 2022— Dassault Aviation is introducing a new concept in passenger 

comfort—the Falcon Privacy Suite, that will offer more personal space, greater peace and quiet, and a 

more comfortable and restful sleep on long flights.   

Up to now, privacy suites—individual compartments partitioned off from surrounding passengers and 

equipped with an electrically operated reclining lie-flat bed—have not been available on purpose-built 

business jets. 

The Dassault Privacy Suite aims to fill this need. The suite will initially be offered on the new extra-

widebody Falcon 6X twin and the popular Falcon 8X very-long range tri-jet.  

A full-scale mockup of the new Privacy Suite is on display on the Dassault booth at EBACE. 

“The Privacy Suite is a brand new high-end option that will be available only on Falcon business jets,” 

said Dassault Aviation Executive Vice President, Civil Aircraft Carlos Brana. “It responds to customer 

demand for a personal space to work, relax and get a proper rest during long-duration trips.” 

The patented Privacy Suite concept is the result of a two-year-long collaboration between industrial 

designers at Dassault’s in-house Falcon Design Studio and the Dassault Aviation Engineering 

Department. It meets demanding requirements for aircraft seat design, safety, comfort and intuitive use. 

The suite is separated from the cabin aisle by an adjustable mid-height partition. The seat itself is 22 

inches wide in the Falcon 8X and 24 inches wide in the 6X. It is electrically operated and reclines to a 

full flat position to create a comfortable 80-inch (2.03 m) long bed.  

When not fully reclined, the extra seat serves as an ottoman for a second occupant. Overhead is a 24-

inch 4K screen connected to the aircraft’s Innovative Cabin System and its various cabin entertainment 

options. There is a stowage drawer below and an adjacent side locker to stow away hanging garments. 

Side ledge storage includes USB charging ports. The suite is provided with its own ambient lighting and 

reading light. 

More than one Privacy Suite can be installed on board an individual aircraft, depending on the model 

and overall configuration. As with all Falcon interior features, customers can choose from a wide range 

of fabrics and materials when personalizing this unique passenger space.  

 
 

ABOUT DASSAULT AVIATION:  
 
Dassault Aviation is a leading aerospace company with a presence in over 90 countries across six continents. Dassault designs and builds 
the family of Falcon business jets as well as the Rafale fighter jet. The company employs a workforce of over 12,000 and has production 
facilities in both France and the United States, and a worldwide service network. Since the rollout of the first Falcon 20 in 1963, over 2,650 
Falcons have been delivered. The tri-jet and twin-engine lines offer outstanding efficiency and comfort, with ranges from 4,000 nm to 7,500nm. 
They include the new flagship Falcon 10X, the pioneering Falcon 7X and 8X, the extra widebody Falcon 6X, and the versatile Falcon 900LX 
and 2000LXS. Falcon Customer Service continues to hold the top spot in key business aviation surveys. 
 
For more information about Dassault Falcon business jets, visit: www.dassaultfalcon.com 
 

 

http://www.dassaultfalcon.com/
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PRESS CONTACTS: 
 

Dassault Aviation - Saint-Cloud, France 
Vadim Feldzer, Head of Falcon Global Communications 
Tel. +33 (0)1 47 11 44 13 - vadim.feldzer@dassault-aviation.com  
 
Dassault Falcon Jet - Teterboro Airport, USA 
Andrew Ponzoni, Senior Manager, Communications 
Tel. +1 201 541 45 88 - andrew.ponzoni@falconjet.com 
 
Click here for quick access to the Falcon media center and high res photos   
 
 

SOCIAL 
 Follow us on Twitter @DassaultFalcon  
 Like us on Instagram  
 Watch our videos on Youtube  

 Join us on LinkedIn 
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